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Using cell phones in surveys poses new challenges to survey researchers. Amongst others,
high proportions of nonworking numbers in randomly generated cell phone samples are
reflected in increasing survey costs and extended fieldwork periods. In addition, ambiguous
voicemail and operator messages which do not clearly indicate the status of a number
negatively affect the proportion of numbers of unknown eligibility as well as the reliability of
response rates. The simulated experiment reported in this article aimed at increasing the
proportion of working cell phone numbers in the sample by screening out technically invalid
or temporarily inactive numbers prior to fieldwork. Two methods were tested: number
validation and text messaging. Findings from the application of different screening rules
varying in strictness show that pre-call validation increases working number rates whereby
survey costs and numbers of unknown eligibility can be reduced. Strict screening seems to be
more efficient, however, at the expense of higher screening error.
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1. Introduction and Background

In recent years, cell phone penetration rates in European countries have been on the rise:

on average, 91 percent of the European households are currently equipped with at least one

cell phone according to Eurobarometer data 2011 (European Commission 2011). Whereas

Nordic countries like Sweden and Finland rank among the European front-runners with

cell phone penetration rates of up to 97 percent, Germany ranks in the lower third with 86

percent. The changing cell phone usage patterns are also reflected in an increasing share of

cell phone-only households who have abandoned their landlines in favor of exclusive cell

phone usage (Busse and Fuchs 2012). Unlike general cell phone penetration rates, cell

phone-only household rates differ to a greater extent across the 27 European (EU-27)

countries. The countries with the highest share of cell phone-only households are Finland

and the Czech Republic with 78 and 80 percent, respectively. Compared to an EU-27

average of 34 percent, Germany again ranks in the lower third with 8 percent cell phone-

only households (European Commission 2011). The upward tendency concerning the

share of cell phone-only households is not restricted to the EU. In the United States for
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instance, wireless substitution in households is about 30 percent at present and increasing

further (Blumberg and Luke 2011).

Considering the rising number of cell phone-only households all over the world,

traditional random digit dialing (RDD) landline surveys have been challenged

considerably. Since cell phone-only individuals differ in certain sociodemographic

characteristics from people who are also reachable via landline, traditional fixed-line

surveys are prone to coverage biases due to the underrepresentation of specific groups of

individuals (Blumberg and Luke 2009; Busse and Fuchs 2012; Peytchev et al. 2010). In

Europe and the United States, cell phone-only individuals tend to be younger and male,

have a higher probability of being unmarried, and tend to have lower incomes (Blumberg

and Luke 2011; Graeske and Kunz 2009; Hu et al. 2011; Peytchev et al. 2010; Zuwallack

2009). Considering these differences between persons with and without landlines, the need

to implement dual-frame surveys is meanwhile seen as unavoidable to prevent potential

coverage biases in telephone surveys (Gabler and Ayhan 2007; Hu et al. 2011; Keeter et al.

2010; Kennedy 2007). However, the need for integrating cell phone samples into

telephone samples creates new challenges for survey researchers.

1.1. Challenges Concerning Cell Phone Samples

As cell phone number directories are not available in most western countries, a sampling

frame of listed cell phone numbers and randomly generated numbers is commonly used in

Germany (Gabler and Häder 2009). Despite a continuous optimization of the underlying

sampling frame, a remaining high share of nonworking numbers such as technically

invalid numbers which are not yet assigned to a subscriber, or – although being

technically valid – numbers which are never answered by a subscriber in each random

sample from this frame makes data collection more difficult (Häder et al. 2009). Due to a

high proportion of nonworking cell phone numbers in the sample, more time and effort is

required on average for contacting a person and completing an interview. This inefficiency

in fieldwork results in an extension of data collection periods, lower interviewer

motivation, and higher total survey costs (AAPOR 2010; Buskirk et al. 2009; Keeter et al.

2008). The use of predictive dialers could potentially lessen this problem by automatically

recognizing phone calls answered by a person, as well as phone calls with no answers or

busy signals, and voicemail or operator messages (Jesurum 1990). Accordingly,

technically invalid numbers could be screened out without the need for manual dialing.

However, in the U.S. calling cell phone numbers via an automated or predictive dialer

without prior consent of the called cell phone subscriber is prohibited by the FCC

(AAPOR 2010). In other countries, guidelines for conducting survey research via cell

phones impose certain limitations concerning the use of predictive dialers. For example,

according to the Communications Act 2003 in the UK (OFCOM 2010) and according to

the guidelines for telephone surveys in Germany (ADM 2008), there are restrictions,

amongst others, regarding “abandoned” or “silent calls” which occur when no call agent is

available although the call recipient already answered the phone. Even though in many

European countries the use of predictive dialing in survey research is not prohibited in

general, the efficiency of using these devices in cell phone samples remains doubtful.

In particular, heterogeneous operator messages pose difficulties for predictive dialers in
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distinguishing reliably between technically valid and invalid cell phone numbers (AAPOR

2008; Callegaro et al. 2007; Häder et al. 2009).

Besides a high proportion of technically invalid numbers, RDD cell phone samples also

imply a high share of numbers of unknown eligibility (AAPOR 2010; Häder et al. 2009).

Many cases of unknown eligibility limit the informative value of final disposition codes

and – in conclusion – the reliability of response rates derived from these codes. Compared

to landline numbers, interviewers encounter more pronounced problems confirming the

eligibility of cell phone numbers mainly because of ambiguous voicemail and operator

messages (AAPOR 2010; Callegaro et al. 2007). Especially in cases where cell phone

subscribers use their phones merely sporadically and thus are hard to reach, final

disposition codes remain unclear despite several call attempts. Thus, a reliable calculation

of response rates is threatened. Furthermore, ambiguous operator messages indicating that

the subscriber is temporarily not available or may have the phone turned off do not provide

reliable information on the technical validity of cell phone numbers (Callegaro et al. 2007;

Häder et al. 2009). Under these circumstances, more call attempts are needed to ascertain

the status of cell phone numbers which are never answered by a person but nonetheless

seem to be technically valid numbers.

Altogether, high proportions of technically invalid cell phone numbers and numbers of

unknown eligibility in cell phone samples necessitate more call attempts, lengthen the

field period, and increase survey costs. Thus, an appropriate method for predicting the

validity of cell phone numbers is needed. For this reason, Buskirk et al. (2009) created a

call design developed especially for the United States based on provider-specific internet

and text messaging services. Additional information about the status of cell phone

numbers was gathered without contacting the cell phone owners by conducting a

network lookup via the provider’s website and by using text messaging services that

provide information about the working status of the cell phone number after the number

is entered on the web interface prior to further prompts for sending a text message.

Although this was a reasonable method to reduce the effort required for determining the

status of cell phone numbers, their validation method was restricted to cell phone

providers which offer such validation services. Therefore, a complete coverage of the

cell phone frame cannot be ensured as long as the survey is restricted to certain

providers in the United States. Steeh et al. (2007) used text messages in order to obtain

additional information about the status of cell phone numbers. Using text messaging

return codes, they detected ineligible numbers at least as efficiently as by calling them.

Furthermore, fewer cases remained undetermined after sending text messages. However,

because of the legal restrictions of sending bulk text messages in the U.S. it is difficult to

send unsolicited messages to cell phone subscribers. In Germany as well as in other

European countries, such restrictions regarding provider-specific services or legal

requirements do not exist insofar as sending bulk text messages is exclusively applied

for research purposes, and certain requirements are met (ESOMAR 2010). Initial

attempts to use text messaging delivery reports to determine the working status of cell

phone numbers in Germany were sobering. A comparison between results of actual call

attempts and text messaging return codes showed inconsistent and unreliable results

(Schneiderat and Schlinzig 2009). By contrast, Struminskaya and colleagues (2011) used

Home Location Register (HLR) lookups to detect technically invalid numbers and
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numbers of unknown eligibility. Their results provided initial evidence of the

applicability of this method.

1.2. Pre-call Validation Method: Number Validation and Text Messaging

There are two different technical possibilities in Germany (and most European

countries) for pre-call validation of cell phone numbers which we tested in the simulated

experiment reported in this article: number validation using a Home Location Register

(HLR) lookup and validation via detailed delivery reports received after sending bulk text

messages.

Cell phone number validation services provide verification in real time by performing a

HLR lookup (Noldus 2006). The HLR lookup indicates the current status of the cell phone

number by providing a validation code. This code specifies whether a given cell phone

number is “active and in use”, “invalid”, or “not logged in for a longer time”. The latter

code is provided after the corresponding cell phone has been switched off for about an

hour or longer. The method is inexpensive (e0.04 per check), and validation codes are

available without contacting the cell phone subscriber. Furthermore, the validation codes

are returned within a few seconds of the query. Thus, multiple checks can be carried out in

a relatively short time at moderate costs. However, by conducting a HLR lookup the

number validation method provides only a snapshot.

Text messaging services can also be applied for pre-call validation by sending bulk

messages. Sending text messages offers additional information by means of detailed

delivery status codes, and reason codes in case of failed delivery. These codes are

available from providers of bulk text messaging services. If delivery succeeds, it can be

assumed that the number is technically valid. If delivery fails, several reasons for failure

may exist. The most interesting reason codes regarding pre-call validation are the

additional information of “subscriber is unknown” or “subscriber is temporarily not

available”. Based on this additional information, the respective case could be excluded

from the sample. Though more expensive (about e0.09 per text message), sending text

messages at first glance has multiple advantages compared to number validation via HLR

lookups. Compared to number validation, using text messaging return codes has the

advantage of seemingly more reliable validation information due to a longer delivery

attempt. If the message cannot be delivered initially the message will be queued for

retrying at a later point in time for up to 48 hours. Furthermore, sending an advance text

message can also be used for prenotification of respondents. Previous studies considering

the effectiveness of advance text messages in cell phone surveys reported mixed

results concerning an improvement of the respondents’ participation. Brick and colleagues

(2007) did not find any evidence that sending text messages has an effect on response

rates. Steeh et al. (2007) showed that using text messages for prenotification tended to

have a positive effect on several measures of survey participation such as cooperation

rates and response rates. However, these differences were not statistically significant.

In a German study, positive effects of prenotification on response rates could be shown

(Häder and Schneiderat 2009). Thus, the effectiveness of sending text messages

on improving cooperation rates can be an advantageous side effect of this pre-call

validation method.
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2. Research Question

The study aimed to maximize the proportion of working cell phone numbers in RDD cell

phone samples (1) by eliminating technically invalid cell phone numbers which are not

assigned to a subscriber, and (2) by decreasing the share of numbers of unknown eligibility

which remain unanswered by a person and have ambiguous voicemail or operator

messages through an appropriate pre-call validation method. As a result, a reduction of the

interviewers’ workload and survey costs was expected and the reliability of the response

rate calculation was expected to improve. To decrease time and cost efforts without

compromising data quality, the application of both pre-call validation methods had to be

examined carefully.

Sending text messages is a convenient and frequently used mode of communication.

A prompt and reliable delivery of text messages is ensured by text message services.

Considering the advantages of sending text messages, such as multiple delivery

attempts and detailed delivery return codes, it can be assumed that applying this

procedure yields the most accurate and reliable information about the working status of

a cell phone number.

Number validation services are less common and the application of information

obtained from HLR lookups developed only recently. At present, little is known about the

validity of the returned number validation codes. In addition, number validation provides

information concerning the status of a cell phone solely at a single point in time. For

example, temporary technical reasons might harm the value of number validation results.

Therefore, the validity of this procedure needs to be checked carefully.

In detail, the present article aims at answering the following questions: Regarding

interviewer workload and survey costs we examined by means of pre-call validation (1)

whether contact rates and interview rates could be increased, and (2) whether mean

number of call attempts and mean overall call duration per completed interview could be

reduced. With respect to data quality we considered (3) whether the share of numbers of

unknown eligibility could be reduced by use of pre-call validation, and consequently,

whether response rates could be calculated more reliably. Also, we asked (4) whether the

two validation methods falsely screened out cell phone numbers although they were

working (false negatives). In a final step relating to the predictive efficiency of the

respective pre-call validation methods, (5) we examined each validation method

concerning the precision with which working and nonworking cell phone numbers were

classified correctly.

3. Method

Within the scope of the “Experimental Mobile Phone Panel” in Germany (supported by

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft), recruitment interviews were conducted from

September 2010 to January 2011 at Darmstadt University of Technology (Germany).

An initial sample of 24,999 cell phone numbers drawn from a sampling frame of randomly

generated cell phone numbers (Gabler and Häder 2009) was provided by GESIS

Mannheim (Germany). This method generates a cell phone frame using the following

methodology: All possible banks of 10,000 cell phone numbers are assessed for every cell

phone carrier access code. Within banks with at least one listed cell phone number
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(according to directories and internet research), all potential numbers are generated. Number

banks reserved for technical services are excluded from the sampling frame. From the

remaining frame of generated numbers, a random sample of cell phone numbers stratified by

provider access code is drawn. This sampling design enables equal inclusion probabilities

for all working cell phone numbers in Germany. The varying density of assigned numbers

which is quite in some banks low is taken into account. Although more efficient than

classical RDD, the gross samples drawn from this frame still contain high proportions of

technically invalid numbers and numbers of unknown eligibility (Häder et al. 2009).

Results presented in this article are based on a random subsample of 3,275 cell phone

numbers from the initial sample of 24,999. For this subsample final disposition codes from

the field as well as pre-call validation results from both validation methods were available.

Resulting from an application of up to 15 call attempts during the fieldwork period of the

study, final disposition codes were generated according to AAPOR Standard Definitions

(AAPOR 2011) and were used as reliable information about the status of each cell phone

number. Originally developed for RDD landline telephone surveys, these Standard

Definitions can also be applied to RDD cell phone surveys. Only slight modifications were

necessary regarding voicemail and operator messages indicating that the cell phone

subscriber is temporarily not available or that the cell phone is turned off. Numbers with

these new additional final disposition codes were classified as cases of unknown eligibility.

Referring to the subsample of 3,275 cell phone numbers, response rates calculated on

the basis of AAPOR Standard Definitions RR1 (AAPOR 2011) amounted to 11 percent

without sending a text message, and increased to 13 percent when sending a text message

as initial contact (difference not statistically significant). The advance text message

contained the following text: “Darmstadt University of Technology will soon invite you to

a survey via cell phone and would like to thank you for your participation in advance”.

Regarding pre-call validation services, three different providers for text messaging and

four providers for number validation were examined in a pilot study with a sample of

1,500 cell phone numbers. We selected one provider each on the basis of (1) the price, (2)

the level of detail of the delivery reports or reason codes in case of delivery failure, (3)

the reliability of the provider, and (4) the usability of the provider’s service.

As described above, two pre-call validation methods were applied to screen out

nonworking numbers: number validation and text messaging. Also a combination of both

methods was tested. By combining number validation with sending a text message, it was

to be examined whether additional costs and efforts were justified with respect to an

improved efficiency compared to a separate application of each validation method. Thus,

all 3,275 cell phone numbers were randomly assigned to one of three validation conditions

implementing the two pre-call validation methods, and a combination of both methods in a

between-subjects design (see Table 1).

In a first step, after conducting pre-call validation based on number validation and/or

text messaging, all cases of the three validation conditions (u ¼ 3,275) were fielded and

final disposition codes were assigned according to AAPOR standards (see above). In a

second step, we simulated the resulting gross sample as if we had applied screening rules

prior to fieldwork using the following approach. In order to assess the effects of the pre-

call validation methods, we restricted the gross sample to those cases which would not

have been excluded if we had applied screening rules prior to fieldwork. We then
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compared the final disposition codes resulting from fieldwork in the full sample (‘no

screening’ condition) to the restricted sample (after the application of ‘loose screening’

and ‘strict screening’ rules).

Within each of the three validation conditions, two classes of screening rules that varied

in strictness were employed resulting in six different simulated screening conditions in

total. By applying loose screening rules, numbers were screened out that were definitely

technically invalid according to the pre-call validation return codes. Numbers that were

not explicitly confirmed as technically invalid by the pre-call validation method were

treated as working cell phone numbers and remained in the sample. By using loose

screening rules, a cell phone number was screened out as nonworking

. if the number was unknown according to number validation (condition 1a),

. if text message delivery failed due to an unknown subscriber (condition 2a),

. if text message delivery failed due to an unknown subscriber or if the number was

unknown according to number validation (condition 3a).

In terms of strict screening rules, numbers were not only screened out if they were

definitely technically invalid but also if they were temporarily not available according to

the pre-call validation method. Thus, numbers that were not explicitly confirmed as

technically invalid and as temporarily not available were treated as working cell phone

numbers and remained in the sample. According to text messaging return codes, a cell

phone subscriber is temporarily absent if the message cannot be delivered within 48 hours,

whereas the number validation return code indicating that the number is temporarily not

logged in is sent after the cell phone is switched off for about an hour. Therefore, a cell

phone number was screened out according to strict screening rules as nonworking

. if the number was unknown or temporarily not logged in according to number

validation (condition 1b),

. if text message delivery failed due to an unknown or temporarily absent subscriber

(condition 2b),

. if text message delivery failed due to an unknown or temporarily absent subscriber or

the number was unknown or temporarily not logged in according to number

validation (condition 3b).

Simulating the application of loose and strict screening rules resulted in nested subsets of

dependent samples. Accordingly, calculations comparing the full sample with the

restricted samples resulting from the application of the loose and strict screening rules, as

well as calculations comparing the loose and strict samples (comparing columns in

Table 1) were based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests for dependent samples.

Calculations comparing the impact of the two pre-call validation methods of number

validation and text messaging, as well as the impact of a combination of both methods

(comparing rows in Table 1) were based on chi-squared tests for independent samples.

4. Results

According to the various screening rules displayed in Table 1, percentages of screened out

cell phone numbers varied considerably, ranging from 42 percent in the loose number
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validation condition (1a) up to 74 percent in the strict combined condition (3b).Compared to

text messaging, the application of number validation seemed to be a less strict method of

excluding cell phone numbers with the smallest percentages of screened out numbers of 42

percent in the loose (1a), and 64 percent in the strict screening condition (1b). Strikingly,

therewere only small differences between the loose textmessaging (2a) and loose combined

condition (3a), with 50 versus 54 percent of screened out numbers. The same applied to the

strict screening conditions 2b and 3b with 70 versus 74 percent of screened out numbers.

As expected, irrespective of the pre-call validationmethodmore cell phone numbers were

excluded by applying the strict screening rules compared to the loose screening rules.

Percentages of screened out numbers ranged from 64 to 74 percent in the strict screening

conditions (1b, 2b, and 3b) compared to 42 to 54 percent in the loose screening conditions

(1a, 2a, and3a). By additionally excludingnumbers thatwere temporarily not available in the

strict screening conditions, percentages of screened out cell phone numbers were about 20

percentage points higher on average compared to the respective loose screening conditions.

4.1. Workload and Cost Measures

The present experiment aimed at increasing the proportion of working cell phone numbers

in the fielded sample by ideally screening out all – according to the respective screening

Table 1. Pre-call validation conditions and the respective screening rules

Applied screening rules

Validation condition
No
screeninga (a) Looseb (b) Strictb

(1) Number validation - number unknown number unknown
or not logged in

screened out (%) 0 42 64
sample size 1,025 599 369

(2) Text messaging - subscriber unknown subscriber unknown
or absent

screened out (%) 0 50 70
sample size 1,125 557 343

(3) Combination - number unknown or
subscriber unknown

number unknown
or not logged in or
subscriber unknown

or absent
screened out (%) 0 54 74
sample size 1,125 523 294

total sample size 3,275

Note.
a For the ‘no screening’ conditions both sets of information were available: final disposition codes and pre-call

validation return codes.
b Loose and strict screening rules were applied to the cases of the respective experimental condition resulting in

differing sample sizes in the six simulated screening conditions.
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rule – nonworking cell phone numbers prior to fieldwork. This was expected to decrease

interviewer workload and survey costs. Because the total quantity of fielded numbers

declined to varying degrees when different screening rules were applied, the percentage

basis of calculations changed in each of the six simulated screening conditions. Thus,

changes in the following outcome rates (working number rate, contact and interview rate)

did not result from an increased number of completes but from a reduced quantity of

fielded cell phone numbers according to the respective pre-call validation condition and

screening rule. Due to the random assignment of the full sample to one of the three

validation conditions, differences in working number rates, contact rates, and interview

rates were due to chance only. No significant differences occurred according to a chi-

squared test of independence.

Working number rates were defined as the proportion of working cell phone numbers

among all fielded numbers. As shown in Table 2, number validation and text messaging as

well as the combination of both methods were appropriate pre-call validation methods to

increase the percentage of working numbers in the field irrespective of the strictness of the

screening rules. Working number rates in the loose and strict screening conditions ranged

from 91 to 98 percent according to the particular validation condition, and were all

significantly higher than in the respective ‘no screening’ condition with working number

rates of 53 to 56 percent (all comparisons p , .001). With the exception of the number

validation method, strict screening conditions achieved significantly higher working

number rates compared to the respective loose screening condition (text messaging

conditions 2a and 2b: p , .001; combined conditions 3a and 3b: p , .001). Especially text

messaging in the strict screening condition (2b) as well as the loose (3a) and strict (3b)

combined condition yielded particularly high working number rates of 95 percent or

higher, which differed significantly from number validation (1a, 1b) and loose text

messaging (2a) (all comparisons p , .05 or better).

For the purpose of this project, contact rates indicated the proportion of cell phone

numbers where an individual was reached by an interviewer among all fielded numbers.

As we were primarily interested in the technical validity of cell phone numbers, the

contact rates denoted a direct contact with a person, whether this person was eligible or

not. Thus, contact rates reported here differ from contact rates defined in the AAPOR

Standard Definitions (AAPOR 2011). Contact rates were significantly increased by means

of pre-call validation compared to the respective ‘no screening’ condition (all comparisons

p , .001). In the loose screening conditions, contact rates ranged from 44 to 55 percent.

Even higher contact rates were achieved in the strict screening conditions with 68 to 84

percent. By applying strict screening rules, contact rates were increased by 24 percentage

points in the number validation condition (1b), 26 percentage points in the text messaging

condition (2b), and 29 percentage points in the combined condition (3b) compared to the

respective loose condition (all comparisons p , .001). However, there is no significant

difference between contact rates achieved in the strict text messaging condition (2b) and

the strict combined condition applying text messaging and number validation (3b). The

same is true for the comparison of the loose conditions 2a and 3a (not significant).

Nevertheless, irrespective of the strictness of the screening rules, text messaging and a

combination of number validation and text messaging yielded significantly higher contact

rates compared to the sole use of number validation ( p , .001 for all comparisons except
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Table 2. Workload and cost measures depending on the respective validation condition and screening rule.

Applied screening rules

Validation condition No screening (a) Loose (b) Strict

Working number rate (%) (1) number validation 56 91*, (2b), (3a), 3b 91*, (2b), (3a), 3b

(2) text messaging 54 91*, (3a), 3b 97*, †, (1a), (1b)

(3) combination 53 95*, (1a), (1b), (2a) 98*, †, 1a, 1b, 2a

Contact rate (%) (1) number validation 26 44*, (2a), 2b, 3a, 3b 68*, †, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b

(2) text messaging 28 54*, (1a), 1b, 3b 80*, †, 1a, 1b, 3a

(3) combination 28 55*, 1a, 1b, 2b 84*, †, 1a, 1b, 2a

Interview rate (%) (1) number validation 6 11*, 2b, 3b 17*, †

(2) text messaging 7 14*, (3b) 22*, †, 1a, (3a)

(3) combination 7 14*, (2b) 22*, †, 1a, (2a)

Call attemptsa (1) number validation 106 87 43
(2) text messaging 90 62 33
(3) combination 100 68 32

Overall call duration (minutes)a (1) number validation 71 65 50
(2) text messaging 63 53 43
(3) combination 70 58 44

Note. aData on call attempts and overall call duration referred to mean per completed interview. No significance tests were calculated for these two indicators because calculations

involved derived values based on the number of completed interviews, and not on the original elements of the sample.

Calculations were based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests for dependent samples:
* p , .001 compared to the respective ‘no screening’ condition,
† p , .001 compared to the respective loose screening condition.

Calculations were based on chi-squared tests for independent samples:
1a p , .001 compared to condition 1a, (1a) p , .05 compared to condition 1a,
1b p , .001 compared to condition 1b, (1b) p , .05 compared to condition 1b,
2a p , .001 compared to condition 2a, (2a) p , .05 compared to condition 2a,
2b p , .001 compared to condition 2b, (2b) p , .05 compared to condition 2b,
3a p , .001 compared to condition 3a, (3a) p , .05 compared to condition 3a,
3b p , .001 compared to condition 3b, (3b) p , .05 compared to condition 3b.
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condition 2a compared to condition 1a with p , .05). Accordingly, using text messaging

return codes seemed to be a more effective pre-call validation method yielding higher

contact rates than the number validation method.

Higher contact rates were reflected in significantly higher interview rates in all six

simulated screening conditions compared to the respective ‘no screening’ conditions (all

comparisons p , .001). It was possible to increase the proportion of completed interviews

among all fielded numbers to up to 22 percent in the strict combined condition (3b).

Without implementing any pre-call validation method, interview rates were as low as six

or seven percent in the ‘no screening’ conditions. Irrespective of the pre-call validation

method, interview rates significantly increased in the strict screening conditions compared

to the respective loose screening conditions (all comparisons p , .001): The increase

amounted to six percentage points in the strict number validation condition (1b), and eight

percentage points in the strict text messaging (2b) and strict combined condition (3b),

respectively. Interestingly, in the text messaging condition and combined condition higher

interview rates were obtained than in the number validation condition (three percentage

points for the loose condition and five percentage points for the strict condition). Again,

there was no significant difference in the interview rates between the text messaging

condition and combined condition, neither regarding the loose screening conditions 2a and

3a, nor with respect to the strict screening conditions 2b and 3b.

Mean number of call attempts and mean overall call duration per completed interview

(calculated by dividing the sum of all call attempts and the added overall call duration by

the total number of completed interviews) as further indicators of the interviewers’

workload were also described in Table 2. As expected, mean number of call attempts and

mean overall call duration for each completed interview tended to be lower in the loose

and strict screening conditions compared to the corresponding ‘no screening’ conditions

(no statistical testing possible, see note (a) below Table 2). Especially in the strict

screening conditions, huge reductions of the mean number of call attempts were achieved

compared to the respective ‘no screening’ conditions with a reduction of 59 percent (from

106 to 43 call attempts) in condition 1b, a reduction of 63 percent (from 90 to 33 call

attempts) in condition 2b, and a reduction of 68 percent (from 100 to 32 call attempts) in

condition 3b. In the loose screening conditions, reductions amounted to 18 percent in

condition 1a (from 106 to 87 call attempts), 31 percent in condition 2a (from 90 to 62 call

attempts), and 32 percent in condition 3a (from 100 to 68 call attempts). Reductions of the

mean overall call duration in the strict screening conditions were smaller, and ranged from

30 to 37 percent in the strict screening conditions, and from 8 to 17 percent in the loose

screening conditions.

All indicators reported so far suggest that the application of pre-call validation methods

drastically decreased the interviewers’ workload. Additionally, screening out nonworking

cell phone numbers was also reflected in total survey costs. In Figure 1, overall costs per

completed interview and cost savings due to various pre-call validation methods are

depicted. Cost calculations were based on direct labor costs for interviewers and

supervisors (e11 per hour, respectively), telephone charges (e0.14 per minute) and

additional costs for pre-call validation (e0.04 per number validation, e0.09 per text

message). Costs in staff time for conducting pre-call validation and analyzing return codes

were not included in the cost calculations, because the initial development of a systematic
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use of pre-call validation methods was quite time-consuming while it can be assumed that

labor costs for conducting pre-call validation in a production environment will be

distinctly lower. Assuming that interviewers made on average 88 call attempts per hour,

absolute costs ranged from e16 to e30 per completed interview. The largest cost savings

were achieved in all strict screening conditions. Irrespective of whether conducting

number validation (1b), sending text messages (2b), or applying a combination of both

methods (3b), cost savings exceeded 40 percent. Cost reductions were also achieved in the

loose screening conditions, albeit to a lesser extent. Compared to overall costs in the ‘no

screening’ conditions ranging from e27 to e30 per complete, only slight savings were

obtained by applying loose screening rules, amounting to 10 to 15 percent. By additionally

excluding cell phone numbers that were temporarily not available, strict screening rules

were thus more efficient with regard to time and cost savings than loose screening rules.

Nevertheless, cost savings were achieved in each of the three validation conditions,

irrespective of the strictness of screening rules. In particular, additional costs caused by the

application of the pre-call validation methods were comparably low with e1 to e5 per

completed interview, and did not exceed the cost savings achieved.

4.2. Data Quality Measures

Preliminary findings revealed that excluding a higher proportion of cell phone numbers

following stricter screening rules resulted in a remarkable reduction of the interviewers’

workload and considerable cost savings. However, when deciding on an adequate pre-call

validation method, data quality needed to be taken into account as well.

Decreasing the proportion of numbers of unknown eligibility is a major concern in order

to enable a reliable calculation of response rates. As depicted in Figure 2, unknown
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Fig. 1. Total survey costs and cost savings per completed interview due to pre-call validation. Significance tests

were not reported because calculations of overall costs involved derived values based on the number of

completed interviews, and not on the original elements of the sample.
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eligibility rates defined as the proportion of cases of unknown eligibility among all cases

of the fielded sample were significantly reduced due to pre-call validation compared to the

corresponding ‘no screening’ condition (all comparisons p , .05 or better). Due to the

random assignment of the full sample to one of the three validation conditions, differences

in unknown eligibility rates occurred by chance only. When applying strict screening

rules, unknown eligibility rates were drastically reduced to 5 to 11 percent, whereas the

rates in the corresponding ‘no screening’ conditions reached 30 percent or more. In the

loose screening conditions, noticeable reductions could only be achieved in the text

messaging condition (2a) and in the combined condition (3a) with unknown eligibility

rates of 21 and 20 percent, respectively. Strict screening rules achieved a significantly

more pronounced decrease of unknown eligibility rates compared to the loose screening

rules, by 19 percentage points in the number validation condition, by 14 percentage points

in the text messaging condition, and by 15 percentage points in the combined condition

(all comparisons p , .001).

Furthermore, by increasing the proportion of numbers with unambiguous final

disposition codes, response rates could be calculated more reliably. Additionally,

unknown eligibility rates affected the magnitude of response rates. In particular, by

applying strict screening rules response rates (RR1) according to AAPOR standards

(AAPOR 2011) were significantly higher compared to the ‘no screening’ conditions (all

comparisons p , .001). It was possible to achieve noticeable increases in the strict text

Unknown eligibility
rate (%)

Response rates
(RR1)(1) Number validation

(2) Text messaging

(3) Combination

(a) loose
(b) strict

No screening

(a) loose
(b) strict

No screening

(a) loose
(b) strict

No screening

30 (*), 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b 12 2b, 3b

16 (3b)

14 (2b)

23 *, †, 1a, (3a)

23 *, †, 1a, (2a)

18 *, †

21 *, 1a, 1b, 3b

11 *, †, 2a, (2b), 3a, 3b

7 *, †, 1a, (1b), 3a

20 *, 1a, 1b, 2b

30 12

13

11

5 *, †, 1a, 1b, 2a

34

30

Fig. 2. Unknown eligibility rates and response rates depending on the respective validation condition and

screening rule.

Calculations based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests for dependent samples:
* p , .001 compared to the respective ‘no screening’ condition,
(*) p , .05 compared to the respective ‘no screening’ condition;
† p , .001 compared to the respective loose screening condition.

Calculations based on chi-squared tests for independent samples:
1a p , .001 compared to condition 1a, (1a) p , .05 compared to condition 1a,
1b p , .001 compared to condition 1b, (1b) p , .05 compared to condition 1b,
2a p , .001 compared to condition 2a, (2a) p , .05 compared to condition 2a,
2b p , .001 compared to condition 2b, (2b) p , .05 compared to condition 2b,
3a p , .001 compared to condition 3a, (3a) p , .05 compared to condition 3a,
3b p , .001 compared to condition 3b, (3b) p , .05 compared to condition 3b.
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messaging condition (2b) and strict combined condition (3b) with response rates of

23 percent, respectively. Loose screening conditions did not yield significant increases

in response rates compared to the respective ‘no screening’ conditions.

Considering the preliminary effects of the various pre-call validation methods and

screening rules, excluding nonworking cell phone numbers from the sample prior to

fieldwork seemed to be efficient in reducing the interviewer workload, survey costs, and

unknown eligibility rates. However, it was suspected that the more cell phone numbers

were excluded by pre-call validation, the higher the risk of false negative cases that would

be mistakenly screened out although they were working cell phone numbers. Especially

strict screening rules that excluded not only technically invalid cell phone numbers but

also numbers that were temporarily not logged in (number validation) or absent (text

messaging) hold the potential to induce bias in the sample. These numbers were excluded

under the assumption that many of them were in fact no longer in use, and that calls to

these numbers would never connect to any potential respondent. However, it is well

possible that several of these numbers were actually still in use while the associated cell

phone might temporarily not have been turned on. If this was the case, there is a tendency

to systematically exclude subgroups of the population who use their cell phones less

frequently, and therefore turn their cell phones off more often, similar to the systematic

exclusion of answering machine owners in landline samples (Oldendick 1993). In order to

assess the potential loss in accuracy due to this potential screening error, we first analyzed

the proportion of falsely excluded cases and then estimated sociodemographic variables

with and without wrongly screened out cases.

In general, to avoid biases due to many false negative cases resulting from pre-call

validation false negative rates should be kept to a minimum. In order to determine false

negative cases, we relied on the following final disposition codes from the field. Applying

AAPOR Standard Definitions (AAPOR 2011), we distinguished cases which resulted in an

interview, eligible cases with no interview (including refusals, noncontact, and other

noninterview cases), cases of unknown eligibility, and ineligible cases. In terms of the

AAPOR Standard Definitions, cases that are ineligible by definition (e.g., nonresidential

numbers) are typically excluded from calculation of outcome rates. In contrast to this,

ineligible cases were not excluded in our simulation study as long as they were working

numbers like businesses or government offices. Thus, cell phone numbers classified as

ineligible by AAPOR Standard Definitions were considered as false negative cases

because by means of pre-call validation solely nonworking numbers were to be excluded

irrespective of the ineligibility of the number. For the purpose of this study, we defined the

false negative rate as the proportion of false negative cases among all cases classified as

working by final disposition codes from the field. Table 3 depicts false negative rates for

the various validation conditions and screening rules.

Overall, loose as well as strict screening rules screened out numbers that seemed to be

working cell phone numbers based on the information from fieldwork. In all strict

screening conditions in particular, false negative rates were tremendously high, with up to

52 percent in the strict combined condition considering number validation and text

messaging return codes. The proportions of false negative cases in the strict screening

conditions were all significantly higher compared to the corresponding loose screening

condition (all comparisons p , .001). However, taking detailed final disposition codes
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Table 3. False negative cell phone numbers, final disposition codes of false negative numbers, and screening bias depending on the respective validation condition and

screening rule

Final disposition codes (AAPOR) (%) Screening bias

Validation condition þ
screening rule False negative rate % interview eligible, non-interview

unknown
eligibility,
non-interview not eligible age gender

(1) Number validation
(a) loose 4 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b - 0.5 3 - 0.6 0.0
(b) strict 41 1a, 2a, 3a, 3b 0.7 2 38 - 0.4 0.9

(2) Text messaging
(a) loose 17 1a, 1b, 2b, 3b 0.7 1 15 0.3 0.6 0.3
(b) strict 46 1a, 2a, 3a, (3b) 1 4 40 0.5 0.4 0.6

(3) Combination
(a) loose 17 1a, 1b, 2b, 3b 0.5 3 14 - 0.5 1.3
(b) strict 52 1a, 1b, 2a, (2b), 3a 2 8 42 0.2 1.0 2.9

Notes: Calculations were based on chi-squared tests for independent samples; direct comparison of 1a with 1b, 2a with 2b, and 3a with 3b were based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit

tests for dependent samples:
1a p , .001 compared to condition 1a, (1a) p , .05 compared to condition 1a,
1b p , .001 compared to condition 1b, (1b) p , .05 compared to condition 1b,
2a p , .001 compared to condition 2a, (2a) p , .05 compared to condition 2a,
2b p , .001 compared to condition 2b, (2b) p , .05 compared to condition 2b,
3a p , .001 compared to condition 3a, (3a) p , .05 compared to condition 3a,
3b p , .001 compared to condition 3b, (3b) p , .05 compared to condition 3b.
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into account (see columns two to six in Table 3) these high percentages of false negative

cases seemed less severe. In the strict combined condition with the highest false negative

rate of 52 percent, only a small proportion of all mistakenly screened out numbers resulted

in an interview (representing two percentage points of 52 percent false negative cases). In

fact, irrespective of the validation condition, numbers of unknown eligibility made up the

largest part of the false negatives with up to 42 percentage points of 52 percent false

negative cases in the strict combined condition.

We further calculated screening biases for age and gender based on the respondents’

answers provided in the interview. Additionally, based on the “Basic Question Procedure”

(BQP) as proposed by Kersten and Bethlehem (1984) nonrespondents who refused to

complete the full questionnaire were asked for age and gender, their highest level of

formal education, and their current employment status. If nonrespondents refused to

answer these four questions, interviewers were advised to estimate age and gender.

Previous findings showed that in most cases interviewers can reliably estimate the

refusals’ gender and age (Lavrakas 2010). Based on the answers to sociodemographic

questions (for respondents) and estimated information (for refusals), we compared the

response distribution for the sample that contained the false negative cases to the sample

without these cases of respondents and refusals. Accordingly, we were able to assess the

impact of falsely excluded numbers on sample composition. Screening biases were

derived by dividing the difference of two percentages by the percentage provided by the

full sample (including false negatives). Results (rightmost two columns in Table 3)

indicated small but insignificant biases due to false negatives. Thus, sample composition

concerning age and gender in the loose and strict screening conditions (excluding false

negative cases) did not differ significantly from the sample composition in the ‘no

screening’ conditions. No screening biases were calculated for education and employment

status of nonrespondents, because interviewers were not able to estimate these indicators.

Also, the total number of nonrespondents who answered the four basic questions was too

small to calculate reliable screening biases for education and employment status. Further

analysis of the screening bias was restricted by the fact that we had no further information

on sociodemographic characteristics or substantive variables for screened out cases.

4.3. Predictive Efficiency Measures

To reliably evaluate the pre-call validation methods compared in this paper we need to

determine each validation method’s probability for correctly predicting the status of cell

phone numbers. Prediction accuracy and thus the reliability of a pre-call validation method

can be expressed in terms of positive and negative predictive values. The positive and

negative predictive values do not add up to 100 percent because calculations are based on

different groups of units: the positive predictive value refers to all positively classified

cases, whereas the negative predictive value relates to all negatively classified cases.

The positive predictive value (PPV) describes the proportion of truly working numbers

among all numbers classified as working by pre-call validation method. As a diagnostic

measure the PPV indicates the probability that a cell phone number validated as working is

in fact a working number, and thus, describes the degree of accuracy of the respective pre-

call validation method in detecting working numbers. A small PPV indicates that many of
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Fig. 3. Positive and negative predictive value (percent) by pre-call validation method. Calculations were based on chi-squared tests for independent samples; direct comparisons of

1a with 1b, 2a with 2b, and 3a with 3b were based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests for dependent samples:
1a p , .001 compared to condition 1a, (1a) p , .05 compared to condition 1a,
1b p , .001 compared to condition 1b, (1b) p , .05 compared to condition 1b,
2a p , .001 compared to condition 2a, (2a) p , .05 compared to condition 2a,
2b p , .001 compared to condition 2b, (2b) p , .05 compared to condition 2b,
3a p , .001 compared to condition 3a, (3a) p , .05 compared to condition 3a,
3b p , .001 compared to condition 3b, (3b) p , .05 compared to condition 3b.
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the cell phone numbers which are deemed working are false positive cell phone numbers

which affect survey costs negatively due to many numbers that have to be dialed for

nothing. As described in Figure 3, there were only small differences in the PPV of loose

and strict screening, and all three validation conditions applying number validation, text

messaging, and a combination of both methods yielded comparably high PPVs ranging

from 91 to 98 percent. Nevertheless, PPVs were significantly higher in the strict text

messaging condition (2b) with a PPV of 97 percent compared to the respective

loose condition (2a) ( p , .001) with a PPV of 91 percent. Also, the strict combined

condition (3b) yielded a significantly higher PPV of 98 percent compared to the

corresponding loose condition (3a) with a PPV of 91 percent ( p , .001). However, there

is no significant difference between PPVs achieved by applying loose (1a) and strict

number validation (1b).

The negative predictive value (NPV) denotes the proportion of truly nonworking

numbers among all numbers classified as nonworking by the validation method. The NPV

indicates the probability that a cell phone number determined as nonworking is actually

nonworking. Therefore, a small NPV refers to a high proportion of false negative numbers.

To avoid screening biases due to many false negative cases the NPV of the pre-call

validation method should be maximized. As expected, the strict screening rules in

condition 1b, 2b, and 3b yielded a significantly lower NPV than the respective loose

screening conditions (all comparisons p , .001). The highest NPV of 95 percent was

obtained by number validation in the loose screening condition (1a), followed by the loose

combined condition (3a) with 83 percent, and the loose text messaging condition (2a) with

a NPV of 81 percent. NPVs in the strict screening conditions ranged from 63 to 65 percent.

While there were no significant differences between the strict conditions, each strict

condition yielded significantly lower values compared to all loose screening conditions

( p , .001 for all comparisons). Thus, applying strict screening rules yielded a smaller

predictive efficiency regarding the detection of nonworking cell phone numbers

irrespective of the applied pre-call validation method.

5. Discussion

The priority objective of this study was an efficiency examination of the use of number

validation via Home Location Register (HLR) lookups and/or text messaging return codes

to detect and screen out nonworking cell phone numbers prior to fieldwork. For each of the

three validation conditions – implementing (1) number validation, (2) text messaging, or

(3) a combination of both methods – different screening rules were applied which differed

in strictness: loose screening implied the exclusion of technically invalid cell phone

numbers, strict screening excluded technically invalid and temporarily inactive numbers.

Several criteria were taken into account to evaluate the efficiency of the pre-call validation

methods regarding costs and data quality.

In particular, based on a simulated experiment it has been shown that number validation

and text messaging are both appropriate methods to increase the percentage of working

numbers in the field. By excluding nonworking cell phone numbers without any call

attempt, the interviewers’ workload was decreased. On average they conducted fewer call

attempts and needed a shorter overall call duration per completed interview.
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Consequently, total survey costs could be decreased. In addition, pre-call validation

resulted in a reduction of numbers of unknown eligibility. This resulted in a cost reduction,

too, since many of these numbers had no informative final disposition code even after

standard fieldwork procedures (up to 15 call attempts) due to ambiguous provider

messages or permanent “ring-no-answer”. Furthermore, response rates could be calculated

more reliably after increasing the proportion of numbers with unambiguous final

disposition codes.

Predominantly, differences between the three validation conditions (number validation,

text messaging, and a combination of both methods) tended to be rather small with the

exception of number validation in the loose screening condition (1a). Using this pre-call

validation method, a high working number rate of 91 percent was achieved. However,

loose number validation showed small improvements compared to the ‘no screening’

condition, especially regarding the reduction of the unknown eligibility rate. Thus, number

validation predominantly screened out technically invalid cell phone numbers at the

expense of a fairly small false negative rate of only 4 percent. Since technically invalid cell

phone numbers can mostly be identified during fieldwork by a single call attempt, number

validation in the loose screening condition achieved only minor savings in terms of costs

and effort. In the strict screening condition, number validation also fell behind text

messaging and the combination of both methods, albeit to a lesser extent. Nevertheless, the

text messaging method yielded somewhat larger cost savings. The decision whether the

application of number validation or text messaging should be the preferred pre-call

validation method is also a matter of whether contacting the respondent prior to fieldwork

using a short text message is desired or not.

Irrespective of loose or strict screening rules, additional cost and effort for

implementing a combination of number validation and text messaging was not justified

compared to the sole use of text messaging. In particular, regarding the increase of contact

and interview rates, and regarding the reduction of unknown eligibility rates, the

combination of both methods did not achieve pre-call validation results superior to the sole

use of text messaging.

Screening out technically invalid numbers seems to work reliably using both number

validation and text messaging return codes. However, gains in terms of cost and effort are

limited since technically invalid numbers can easily be detected in the first call attempt

during fieldwork. More effective in terms of survey costs is the reduction of numbers that

are no longer in use or have not yet been assigned to a subscriber even though they are

technically valid numbers. These numbers cannot be detected during fieldwork and cause a

lot of useless call attempts since interviewers typically get a ‘ring-no-answer’ or an

ambiguous provider message when calling such numbers. Thus they remain numbers of

unknown eligibility. Number validation and text messaging return codes using loose

screening rules do not provide a reliable method of identifying such numbers prior to

fieldwork, since the group of numbers that is temporarily not logged in or absent consists

not only of technically valid numbers that are no longer in use but also of numbers

associated to cell phones that are turned off during the night, during the day, over the

weekend or other periods. Thus, when screening out these numbers using strict screening

rules, one has to weigh gains in terms of costs and effort against any potential

nonignorable screening bias resulting in a distorted sample composition. Since the
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available data on bias concerning age and gender are limited in scope, future validation

studies should try to assess the magnitude and direction of this bias with respect to

sociodemographic and substantive estimates.

At this stage, little is known about the allocation and reallocation of cell phone numbers

over time. Thus, pre-call validation can also be used to elicit the validity of randomly

generated cell phone numbers over time. In particular, pre-call validation could be used to

determine the time span from number termination and reassignment to a new subscriber.

Using this information, sampling frames of randomly generated cell phone numbers can be

optimized further, since this time span may hint at a proper refreshment interval for

sampling frames.

Furthermore, number validation and text messaging as pre-call validation methods have

to be tested in other countries. For most European countries similar service providers are

available offering number validation services as well as text messaging services.

Implementation and return codes are almost identical. However, the situation in the U.S. is

quite different. No text messages may be sent to cell phone subscribers without prior

consent in order to comply with the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA)

legislation (AAPOR 2010). In addition, number validation using HLR lookups is

problematic in the U.S. because of an insufficient coverage in the GSM mobile network.

Therefore, further research on appropriate methods for pre-call validation of cell phone

samples is needed in the U.S. as well as in other European countries. For now, both pre-

call validation methods tested in this study are promising procedures to ease the

implementation of cell phone surveys.
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